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Vibrant Voice for Team Building  
and Communication
= Ignite Your Team because people matter.

= Communicate with Confidence and Ease because you are your voice.

= Jump-start and De-stress because happy, creative people work more 
effectively together.

Like Good Business, Music Is A Team Sport
All organizations face common challenges associated with team building, communication 
and cohesiveness. Vibrant Voice offers a unique, effective way to inspire and transform 
teams. Based on Peggo’s 25+ years teaching voice and conducting choirs, Vibrant Voice helps 
participants:

= Communicate with a confident, authentic voice.

= Express themselves so people will listen.

= Speak all day without losing their voice.

= Restore, re-energize and inspire.

Like good business, music is a team sport. All the players are unique, essential and 
interdependent. Like singers in a choir or instrumentalists in a symphony, each voice is 
necessary for the beauty and harmony of the whole. Vibrant Voice is a fun, engaging way 
to help people experience the strength of their own voice and the value of their individual 
contribution to the team.

Transform Your Next Event with Vibrant Voice
Ready to ignite the creative spark within your team? Vibrant Voice is people-centered, 
experiential and tailored to fit your needs. Re-connect your attendees to their personal and 
organizational purpose, values and mission by including Vibrant Voice at your next conference 
or retreat. From one hour to a full day, Vibrant Voice has been effectively used as:

 = Keynote and break-out sessions

 = Pre- and post-conference workshops

 = Inspiration and energizing jump-start between left-brain sessions

PEGGO HORSTMANN HODES is an 
award-winning recording artist and performer.  
Her 9 CDs include love songs, classical solos 
and chamber works, and pioneering rock ‘n 
roll for families.  Peggo works with singers 
and non-singers alike, helping people explore 
their voice so they can communicate with 
confidence and ease.

M.Mus. - New England Conservatory

M.Ed. - Lesley University

Conductor of Songweavers, a 150+ women’s 
a cappella chorus

Healing Sounds Intensive Certified

Former Voice Department Chair, Concord 
Community Music School

“Peggo Horstmann Hodes has an intriguing and very effective workshop that helps 
employees manage and reduce stress. Her public speaking seminar is equally impressive.  
Peggo’s energetic presentation style, combined with her expertise and creativity, 
immediately engages participants who gain an increased awareness and knowledge base, 
and immediately applicable skills. I enthusiastically endorse her.”

~Gerri King, PhD.
Social Psychologist and Organizational Consultant; 
President, Human Dynamics Associates, Inc.

Express for Success! 

Past Presentations
= American University

= Bank of New Hampshire

= Breast Cancer Awareness Day

= Concord Community Music School

= Leadership New Hampshire

= New Hampshire Wellness Conference

= Public Service of New Hampshire

= Star Island Conference Center

= Stonyfield Farm Strong Women 
Conference

= Unitarian Universalist Ministers 
Association

= Unitarian Universalist Church

=




